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THE AURORA. 
VoL. XVIII. MAY, 1889. No. 2. 
THE PHILOSOPHY OF INEQUALITY. 
ED. H. HUGHES, WESLEYAN UNIVERSI'rY, DELAWARE.OHIO. 
SOCIETY is regulated by two laws. One is 
inherent; the other adopted. One is im-
mutable; the other variable. One is self-
executive ; the other must be executed by chos-
en means. Inherent law establishes the fact; 
adopted law supplies the conditions. The one 
says-" Man must think;" the other,-" Man 
must proclaim thoughts that prove loyalty to 
government." The mutual relation of these 
laws often leads to a false classification. In-
herent law has been declared legalized custom 
and captious minds have clamored for its annul-
ment. Futile are all endeavors to make better 
what Omniscience has made best. Reformers 
propose a visionary scheme of government as a 
substitute for the plan inaugurated of God. 
Prominent among their attempts is the one 
whose object is the repeal of the Jaw of 
inequality. 
Social couditions are the prolific source of re-
lJellion against imparity. Widows' homes, or-
phans' asylums and almshouses, stand con-
trasted with unbroken households, cheerful 
nurseries and brown-stone fronts. Men look 
hidiguautiy upon this picturA of social life. 
Suffering Lazarus excites tbeir deepest sym-
pathy. Pnrplt,-clad Dives bears the odium of 
existing conditions. I>ity overpowers reason 
1111d dictates the cry-" inequality is a product 
of custom, not of necessity. Custom must be 
brnnght into liarmony with justice." Influenc-
••d by this thought our enthusiast gives free 
rein to dariug faury mid becomes an apostle of 
the gllHJlt'I of iuP<pmlity. 
Is general inequality avoidable? Nature, in 
the language of analogy, answers-" No," and 
makes earnest protest against universal equal-
ity. "To him who holds communion with her 
visible forms, she speaks a various language." 
Varie~y is her law. The relations among her 
products are expressed by the sign of inequal-
ity. Shrubs, trees ; hills, mountains; rivers, 
oceans ; islands, continents-all speak of ine-
quality in the earth's structure. Anemone and 
oak grow in the same soil and derive vitality 
from the same elemf · s. But natufe is none 
the less beautiful because of her lack of uni-
formity. Her variety, rather, is her charm. She 
is none the less useful because here she rises 
into lofty mountains and there extends herself 
ir.to rolling prairies. Thus society's analogue 
declares inequality to be an inherent law of hu-
man relations. 
Imagination builds lofty castles ; experience 
levels them to the ground. Test the theory of 
universal equality by the results of this oper-
ation. Its advocates speak eloquently of this 
Utopia, and, n.onsidering their system only in 
its inauguration, fancy that their dream may 
become a reality. Not candid, not truly philo-
·sophical, they study introduction apart from 
conclusion. A factitious sentiment results, lead-
ing to the advocacy of an impartial division of 
all material wealth. Like all other false doc-
trines this one includes only sufficient truth to 
render it plausible. An inspection of human 
character aud environment betrays the fallacy. 
This man is shrewd and industrious; that man, 
stupid and thriftless. This man is deterred 
from labor by disease and accident; that man 
is 1ulvauced to riches by health and good for-
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tune. This man maintains a large and expen-
sive family ; that one supports hims:!lf alone. 
This man develops and utilizes all his powers; 
that one wastes his life in indolence and sloth. 
Condition will eventually respond to character 
and culture. For, inequality of ability produc-
es inequality of attainment. Furthermore, the 
theory is impracticable because not au; occupa-
tions are equal either in duties exacted or inter-
ests involved. The difficulty and general utility 
of any employment determine the remuneration 
of its followers. An innate sense of justice 
claims premium for superiority. 
But a doctrine declared false by history and 
by reason demands fertility in expedients. The 
charm in the discovery of this Elysium must 
not be broken by the cold logic of facts. Seeing 
that their empire of eqnality is not yet estab-
lished, the upholders of this theory suggest an 
annual redistribution. This plan would destroy 
all incentive to labor. No man would distrib-
ute the fruits of his honest toil amoug the idle 
aud vicious. Ardor of enterprise would uo 
longer characterize our commercial system. 
For commerce admits of but one equality-that 
of honest competition. Human nature presents 
an insuperable barrier to the progress of this 
reform. Is it eagerness to uplift humanity that 
has led to this idea of a division of wealth? Is it 
the fancied ignominy of poverty that has stirred 
hearts to their depths and incited the promulga-
tion of tlns view? Or is it malicious envy that 
has overcome the instincts of the nobler self 
and demanded wealth that has been gained by 
the sweat of others' brows? 
,vhatever the motive, the result is invariably 
the same. Although these pretended reforms 
have been rendered attractive by rhetorical 
beauty ; although powers of vivid description 
have presented the moral and social advantages 
of this glittering empire; yet common sense, 
the preventive of continual revolution, has over-
come its flashy rival and fancy has surrendered 
to practical truth. The deceptive currents of 
imagination have whirled men into this channel 
"of appearance where naught but fallacy reign-
eth." Enthusiasm, unfounded and unbounded, 
has caused bold statement, reckless con!lpiracy 
mid desperate attack against existing institu-
tions. The scaffold and the guillotine have 
changed imaginary into real ignominy: centmieR 
will not obliterate the sad memorials of man's 
folly. The hopelf'ss experiment has merely dis-
played the monumental ignorance of those who 
detest, denounce, defy the Providential order. 
The tempest of impulse is at last stilled under 
the calming influence of cool judgment. He 
who properly respects himself now asks nothing 
more than a hearty recognition of his manhood. 
Men wisely conclude that a ship with a nobler 
device upon her streaming banner will never 
plough the waves of the dark and dreary social 
sea. We study mankind by companson and 
by contrast. We begin by discovering reAem-
blances and end by contemplating diversities of 
character. This fact is conspicuously illustrat-
ed in our own America. The profound Ger-
man, the vivacious Frenchman, the strong-
minded Englishman, the witty Irishman and 
the honest Scotchman-all have contributed to 
the composition of the national character. Ev-
ery American audience is a world in miniature. 
Often in the veins of one person flows mingled 
the blood of the five great races. The qualities 
that distinguish men and those that distinguish 
nations combine to produce inequality in human 
endowments and acquirements. This inequal-
ity is as prophetic as it is historic. In one there 
burn fires of sparkling imagination; in another 
there surge powers of resistless argumentation. 
In one there glows the genius for music or art; in 
another, the genius for invention or handicraft. 
Whence arises this state of inequality? Equal-
ize conditions, it is said, and you will equalize 
character. The answer is-condition is rather 
the product of character. The true, devine 
philosophy of inequality is found in the fact 
that the varieties of opportunity for individual 
activity and the interaction of diversified talents 
supply the only conditions under which human 
progress is possible. Behold now the rebults of 
that innovation which establishes hwquality 
among men. Let a capable power issue this de-
cree -All men shall be equal. There shall be 
no poor, no rich ; no weak, no strong; no igno-
rant, no learned. What would result? The 
outcome would be the creation of individual in-
dependence. No one can be dependent upon 
his equal. In fact, the extent of our depen-
dence upon any one is determined by his rela-
tion to us and by his superior power and means. 
Our dependence upon the Infinite is, therefore, 
absolute. Interdependence among men giYes 
rise to universal brotherhood. Establish equal-
ity and yon sweep away influence, the grandest 
agency in the world's ameliorati~n. lufluence 
implies inferiority. One can not influeuce him 
who is in all respeets his equal. Upon this con-
dition friendship's foundation is laid. Lnve i~ 
the result of the soul's iuflueuce. Not eyeu this 
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divir,e principle could exist under the dominion 
of equality. Ordain independence and you de-
stroy sympathy. There could be no excitant of 
sympathy if there were no inequality of suffer-
ing and hardship. The breaking of this golden 
band would mark the era of supreme selfishness 
and stoicism. Equality would expel from the 
minds of men all thought of laudable enter-
prise; for under its reign there could be no 
greatness. No name would shine with the 
lustre of renown. No heart would thrill under 
the commauding influence of any lnstoric char-
acter. Providence being merely general, there 
could be no men whose marked genius and 
splendid service in times of emergency seem to 
indicate prnyidential dealing. The regime of 
equality would annihilate many practical moral 
virtues; for the possibiJ ity of evil gives to 
1ighteousnegs the coronal of glory. If there were 
no penury, no pain, what would become of for-
titude, patience, resignation '? If there were 
no greatn11ss, no wealth, what would become of 
benevolence, charity, human pity r If there 
were no luxury what would become of temper-
ance r If there were no power what would be-
come of justice r Under the proposed system 
hearts could never prove their sterling coinage. 
The withering breeze of selfishness would blast 
forever pnre generosity, noble self-denial and 
heroic devotion. Under the present system the 
surface of character may seem chilled by 
worldly cares, or etiquette may cultivate the art 
of pleasing, yet the warmth of human sympathy 
lives in the depths of the coldest heart and at 
times the rlormant fires blaze forth and betray 
the sympathetic 11ature. 
The perversion of the principle of inequality 
arouses opposition to the principle itself. It 
may be said that inequality necessitates power 
al)(l that power is often misapplied. Trne it is 
that" Man's inlmmauity to man makes count-
less thousands mourn." Rut equally trne it is 
that gravitation ceases not her operation even 
when life is imperilled. 
•· When the woak mcuntain trembles from on hlg·h, 
Stutll gT,witation cm1se If you go lly?" 
Ah! True it is that power is not always in-
dicative of merit. True it is that misguided 
power has baffled reform, prevented education, 
neutralized morality, stilled conscim1ce, silenced 
the pleading to11es of religion and given fearful 
force to 1gnora11ce and vice. Yet let it be re-
membered that power, although the father, is 
yet lite co11q11eror, of persecution. For when 
the lrgious of evil have been routed and the 
emblems of victory have graced the banners of 
right, then have been aroused the energies of 
strong souls and power has become the allay of 
truth. 
What, then, is the proper deduction from the 
existence of inequality r Not that any man 
should be enslaved but rather that aJl men 
should be free to exercise those "inalienable 
rights" to which nature entitle'! them. Plato 
may write of the model '·Republic;'' Moore 
may find in "Utopia," a political and social 
paradise; Bacon may describe a "New Atlantis" 
-but society will never be regenerated until 
the dawn of the joyous morn when the heralds 
of peace shall proclaim the universal equality, 
not of accident, nor of artificial conditions, but 
of moral privilege and of enlightened con-
science and shall announce as the criterion of 
every man's conduct-
" To thine own self be true. 
And it must follow as the night the day. 
Thou canst not then ho fulse to any man." 
TIIE PITILOSOPIIY OF LIBEHALIS:\I. 
OHATION DEI,TVERED A'l' STATE ORA'I'ORICAL CONTES'I', 
!!'I'. V}]l<NON, FElll<c'AllY f8, 188n, HY 
C, G. STOOKEY, MARION, IOWA. 
RELIGION is a mystery. While it takes 
hold of the simplest precepts of the heart, 
it also stretches beyoud the reach of human 
wisdom into tile depths of the infinite. Philos-
ophers and sages have S( ug-ht to unravel its 
manifold secrets, and to harmonize its apparent 
coutradictions; but it has only led them into its 
matrs, and has left them there with itmumer-
able questions unanswered. 
There has arisen in the world a class of per-
sons, who, unable to penetrate the mysteries of 
revelation, and unwilling to give up their belief 
in practical religion, have professed to discard 
the Bible, and rest all their hopes on the prac-
tice of morality. 
The common Theistic view acknowledges a 
belief in a personal God, in the immorality of 
the soul, and in the divinity of Revelation. 
Materialism denies the existence of spiritual 
substances, and maintains that the soul is the 
result of a particular organization of matter in 
the body. Liberalism seeks to entrench itself 
somewhere between these two extremes. As a 
cloud, borne up by the atmosphere floats hither 
and thither between earth and sky, 5omtimes 
gilded by the reflecting rays of the sun, at last 
vanishPs into mist, or is precipitated upon the 
earth ; so, Liberalism, buoyed up by the power 
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of its own conceit, sometimes illuminated by 
the pure rays from the Son of Righteousness, 
finally disappears, or sinks into the mists of 
Materialism. 
The doctrines of Liberalism are various. 
They are never stationary, and change to suit 
the oscillating tendency of the human mind and 
the ever varying conditio,1s of society. 
To the Liberalist this world presents a most 
perplexing problem. He looks out upon hu-
imanty engaged in the struggle of life. He 
sees Good and Evil engaged in a mighty com-
bat, bringing distress and misery upon every in-
dividual. The hovel and mansion alike bear 
witness to the dearth of all that augments hu-
man happiness. The frauds and deceptions 
practiced in every walk of life, all for<>e them-
selves upon his mind until he is ready to utter 
the cry of the Pessimist, "I see, I feel the vast-
ness of the agony of the earth, the vainness of 
its joys, the mocker¥ of all its best, tlie anguish 
of its worst. How can it be that God would 
make .a world and keep it miserable, since, if all 
powerful, and leaves it so, He is not good ; and 
if not powerful, He is not God." 
Thus two great objections arise in the mind 
to a belief in Theism. The first is the exist-
ence of .Evil in a world created by One supreme-
ly good. The second is the Freedom of the 
Will in thR presence of the Omnipotence. To 
the human intellect these questions are inex-
plicable. They are the grand products of reve-
lation, and are as far removed from the grasp 
of the human mind as life itself. The Liberal-
ist seeks to evade these qnestions by basing. his 
morality upon something beside the Bible. But 
every moral system must have some cardinal 
principle upon which to found itself. Yet, 
when we come to analyze the underlying prin-
ciples of Liberalism, we shall find these same 
difficulties. In fact, no system of morals that 
has recognized the intrinsic valne of right has 
f\ver been displayed to the human race but what 
these same questions have been encountered. 
:No philosophy of life, based upon moral prin-
ciples, has ever been origiuated from which 
these same difficulties did not start into exist-
tence. There is ao~olutely no evaBion of them 
Rave in a degrading materialism that would 
sweep immortality out of the world of thought, 
and lrnry the doctrine of Free Will in its grave 
forever. 
The Liberalist finds himself placed in several 
,lifferf\nt positions. Ile first denies the truth of 
Revelation, but retains tlir morality of tl1r Bible. 
But what is the J3ible with its fundamental 
principles torn from its sacred pages. It sinks 
to a level with the most incredible fairy story. 
It leaves the mind to ponder over a structure 
from which the foundation has been removed. 
Seeing this, the restless mind denies the whole 
of the Bible, and turns to Nature, hoping to 
find in her fit objects of adoration and worship. 
He still retains a remote idea of a Great First 
Uause-the God of Nature. Here he would 
stop if he eeuld, and bask in Nature's genial 
sunshine, but he cannot. He is being drifted 
about upon a restless sea with no star of hope 
to guide or of promise to cheer him on his way. 
His turning to Nature has not altered the nature 
of things. Good and Evil still confront him. 
Their combat grows deadlier and more hopeless 
for the right, for God its champion has been 
put aside. The mysteries and intellectual 
inconsistencies of Nature are even more appar-
ent than those of Revelation. The scientist 
stands before the stately oak, clothed with the 
green robes of summer, and can not tell the 
power by which it was thus arrayed. The as-
tronomer gazes at the myriads of stars that 
deck the sky, knowing that beyond our own so-
lar system, stretching out into almost infinite 
space, are other systems sweeping in their irre-
sistible course of which he can know nothing. 
Tell me, then, is Nature less mysterious than 
Revelation r And are the laws of Nature less 
severe than the laws of Godr Tlie Divine law 
punishes no farthrr than our knowledge goes; 
but :Nature wreaks her vengeance upon us in 
every broken law. The tornado, with remorsr,-
less fury, sweeps over the country, leaving de-
vastation and death in its course. The train 
with its load of human freight ls hurled from 
the track, and a hundred souls are iu eternity, 
The ship, unable to ride the boistrous waves, 
goes down amid the gurgling groans of its oe-
cupants. And shall humanity in her weakness 
sub~titute a Natme whose laws are rigid and 
unyielding for a Divinity whose laws are just, 
and yet tempered with a mercy that "droppeth 
as the gentle dew from Ileaven, bles5rng him 
that gives and him that takes." J!ldeed, to co11-
ceive of Nature as the basis for the moral sys-
tem is unreasonable. Morality prc-suppo~es 
knowledge, N atnre requires nollling but i11-
stinct. lier method of teachi11g is by the re-
sults of actions, which often requires a ]Jhilo-
imphic mind to trace. Consequently, a systrm 
of morality based 011 Nature can be a<lopted 
only by the more enlightened of h11mauity. It 
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offers no hope to the poor and lowly. 
· Forced from his worship of Nature, the Lib-
eralist turns in despair to human nature; and 
man, who bAfore was created in the image of 
his maker, is now evolved from protoplasmic 
elements. His former hope of Heaven is given 
up for the prospect of a Utopia on earth. He 
attempts to dignify man as a compensation for 
the denial of God's existence. He strikes 
Heaven and Hell from his vocabulary, and at 
the same stroke takes the meaning out of every 
other word that hinges upon right and wrong. 
This is the last step in the downward course · 
from Theism to Atheism, and the weary heart 
so long tossed upon a sea of doubt, plunges into 
this dark gulf in which all religion, all morality 
is swallowed up. 
Thus it will be seen that the Philosophy of 
Liberalism goes further than was at first sup-
posed. If it enters the world of thought as an 
accepted philosophy, it leaves it devoid of every 
trace of spirituality. This, then, makes the 
question of our belief or unbelief in the supreme 
initial question, What are we? Are we moral, 
spnitual, immortal beings with a glorious des-
tiny and capacities for eternal existence? Or is 
the mind, with its thoughts which wander 
through titernity, and its wealth of intellectual 
power, subject to the laws of death and decay? 
These are the questions which force themselve,; 
upon the mind demanding answer. 
Again, the Liberalist claims that we cannot 
understand how a finite mind can work in op-
position to an Infinite Being; and that unless 
we du this, we cannot consider man as posses.,-
ing a free and independent will. The argument 
is this: We must not believe what we cannot 
1111derstand. With such a premise those higher 
truths of Nature which have been added to our 
chain of knowledge would still be shrouded in 
mystery. No Newton would ever have disclosed 
to the world the laws of planetary motion un-
der such logic. No Columbus would ever have 
given a new continent to the then known world 
had he based his reasonings upon such a foun-
dation. 
Let 1-.s remember that belief, suspended until 
absolute nnde11:1tanding comes, is not belief but 
knowledge. 
Reason in its proper sphere stands supreme ; 
but religious belief in all ages and among all 
nations has involved questions which it cannot 
solve. If we wish to reaHon out the question of 
life, we m'ust first make it not worth reasoning. 
If we wish to fathom the mystery of existence 
we must first make it not worth fathoming. 
Liberalism professes to give us a practical, 
rationalistic morality, free from superstition, 
and yet satisfying all the demands of our nature. 
But has it done this 't It wonld exalt home; 
but it offers no consolation to the thousands to 
whom the word home is a mockery. It would 
be philanthropic in its tendencies, but it extends 
no help to earth's unfortunate ones. Its votar-
ies would take from the afflicted their only hope 
in misery, from mankind the only restraint upon 
their passions, and offers in return a philosophy 
utterly powerless in its practice, except to "lib-
erate its disciples from all conscientious 
restraint, and promote in the mind the wildest 
licentiousness as to all moral obligations." Bet-
ter be a heathen and bow to wood and stone, 
than the slave of a philosophy that dwarfs the 
intellect, sears the heart, and draws humanity 
down to a level with the bea<its of the field. 
iCIENTIFIC. 
ON THE SENSE OF TEMPERATURE. 
BY H. W. CHAMBERLAIN. 
ACCORDING to all psychological writers our 
senses are those faculties of the mind by 
means of which we gain knowledge of the out-
side world through appropriate orga11s. All 
sensation depends primarily upon and 1s accom-
panied by a change of nervous tissue, and loss 
of any organ, conducting nerve or brain center, 
is found by experiment to be accompanied by a 
corresponding loss of sensation. Further, it 
is necessary that the particular end organ of 
each sense shall receive a particular kind of 
stimulation in order that the sensation may be 
transmitted to the brain. These end organs 
are incapable of acting under auy other stimu-
lation than that designed for them. This stim-
ulation i;; in each case motion, either motion of 
the object itself, as when something strikes nH, 
or of the minute particles of the object, as in 
the case of smelling and tasting; or it may be 
a movement which originated in the object and 
which has been propagated tons through a me-
dium, as in the case of seeing, hearing, and as 
will be shown, of recognizing temperature. 
Until within a few years writers have been 
generally agreed that there are but five senses : 
those of sight, hearing, touch, taHte and smell. 
More recently. however. there has arisen a dis-
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cussion as to the divisibility of the sense of 
touch. Having then a knowledge of what is 
meant by simple sense, we have only to experi-
ment upon ourselves, constantly applying our 
definition, in order to determine wbether a par-
ticular sense is simple already, or should be di-
vided, making each part a separate sense. 
.First let us notice that touch is the funda-
mental sense. As far as can be shown by ex-
periment, touch is found in the lowest forms of 
animal life, often being manifested only by a 
contracting of the organisms on being brougbt 
into contact with an external object. As we 
proceed up through the different forms of ani-
mal life, we find that a differentiation of this · 
sense of touch takes place. Sight is evolved, 
at first only capable of distinguishing between 
light and darkness. II earing is developed, and 
finally in man and the higher animals we have 
five senses, at least, complete. ls it not possible, 
therefm e, that a further differentiation may 
lrnvA taken place, giving us another sense ? A 
sense not striking enough in its characteristics 
to have attracted the attention of the more 
casual observer, but which bas, none the Jes~, 
its own individual end organs, capaLle of re-
ceiving a particular kind of stimulation, and 
of being affected by no other ; in short, hav-
ing all the characteristics of a simple sense. If 
this is true, then in order that the science may 
Le more perfect, this sense must be separated 
and recognized as an individual, simple sem;e. 
Otherwise confusion arises. 
Compare the sense of touch with 
one which is known to be simple, and 
note the difference between the two. 
Sight is acknowledged to Le simple. Or-
iginally by this sense we could gain information 
in regard to but one of the many properties 
that an object may possess. It is only through 
the education of this sense that we are able to 
recognize anything but color or shade by the 
eye. vVe can now recognize only color, hut gain 
a knowledge of form indirectly by knowing the 
particular shades produced by different forms. 
In this sense there is a particular nerve, the 
optic nerve, which must be stimulated by a par-
ticular kind of motion in order to produce sen-
sation. Different degrees of stimulatior. pro-
duce varying degrees of sensatiou. If the 
waves of light are short, we have a particular 
color ; if long, we have a totally different color; 
Lnt whether long or short the essential property 
of the wave of light, that of stimulating the 
end organ of sight, is always present. Light 
waves will affect no other nerve but the optic 
nerve, nor is the optic nerve sensitive to any 
other form of motion save light waves. It is 
similar with the sense of hearing. The sensa-
tion is supposed to be due to the action of sound 
waves upon the auditory nerve, a short wave 
producing a high pitch, a violent wave a loud 
sound, a single wave a quick, short tap, etc., 
Lut in each the essential character of the waves 
is the same, and the nerve or nerves on which 
they act are the same or similar. 
Let us pass on to touch. To be more direct 
let us examine one of the parts into which it is 
claimed that the sense of touch may be divided, 
and see whether or no it possesses all the char-
acteristics of a simple sense. 
As it is our province to defend the temper-
ature sense we will notice that. 
If we may place confidence in the experi-
meuts of such men as II. IL Donaldwn aud 
Stanley Hall of this country, Maguns Dlix am! 
A. Goldscheider of Germany, we find that there 
are certain points 011 the tiurface of the body 
capable of receiving sensations of heat, others 
of cold, and that these points or end organs are 
incapable of receiving other seusatious. If 
these end organs are destroyed in auy way, ex-
periment teaches that sensations of heat or cold 
are no longer recognizable. These poiuts, it is 
trne, are located so close to the end organs of 
tactual serrnation · tlrnt whenever we touch a 
large body we invariaLly receive a seusation of 
heat or cold, due to the fact that both the eud 
orga11s of temperature a11d tactual sensation are 
stimulated. Ilut that the stimulation is differ-
e11t, and that one set of end organs may be stim-
ulated without affecti11g the other is easily 
shown. 
Experiment shows that the ell(l organs of tem-
perature are located in the epidermis. Therefore. 
according to theory, if the epidermis is removed, 
thus destroying the end l'rganH, se11sation of 
heat or cold will be 110 longer felt iu that par-
ticular part of the body. This has been proven 
to be the case in numerous iustances. Tactual 
sensation is in thb case not dPstroyed. That 
sensation of temperature may be received with-
out exciting or stimulating the end organs of 
any other sense is clearly nlwwn by holding the 
hand near a warm stove or over .~ cake of ice. 
We receive the sensation of heat or cold, lint 
we can tell ueitber the form, shape, weiglit, 
nor, in fact, any other of the many characteris-
tics that the object may possess. 
The partic11lar motion capable of stimulating 
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the end organs of the temperature sense is per-
fectly anologous to the motion producing sound 
and light. As far as physical experiment can 
show, each 1s due to motion originated in the 
object, and transmitted to the end organs of its 
particular sense by a medium. We have sound 
waves, light waves, heat waves; the individual 
waves in each case varying among themselves 
to produce the varying degrees or intensities of 
sound, light and temperature, but the waves of 
each class differing from the waves of either of 
the other classes by so great a degree that one 
will never produce a sensation which should 
havij been due to another. 
We have then, in the case of temperature, all 
the characteristics of a simple sense. It gives 
us a particular kind of knowledge, through par-
ticular end organs, which are stimulated by a 
particular kind of motion. If these end organs 
are removed we loose our sense of temperature. 
Can we not then separate this sense, and recog-
nize it as a distinct and simple sense? More-
over, if any confusion is foible to arise by letting 
it remain in its old position as part of the 
sense of touch, does not science demand that 
this confusion be done away wich by separating 
one sense from the other ? 'l'hat such confm:ion 
does exist is easily shown. We receive through 
the sense of touch, as that sense is usually de-
fined, Hensations which reveal to us (1) form or 
general shape; (2) degree of rouglrness or 
smoothness; (3) active muscular resistance, in-
cluding weight, hardness or softness, elaHticity 
or flexibility, etc., (4) temperature. 
These sensations are not the results of vary-
ing intensities qf one kind of stimulation acting 
on the same or similar end organs, as is the :!ase 
with the various colors and sounds, but are 
eacll dne, according to the best experimenters, 
to a particular kind of stimulus, acting on a 
particular kind of end organ. 
We see where the confusion lies. The diffi-
culty is not wholly removed by acknowledging 
temperature as a separate, simple sense, but it 
hi a step in the' right direction, and shall we 
hesitate to accept a partial solution simply 
bt>cause the whole does not now seem plain ? 
TIIE NON DUALITY OF TOUCH. 
BY J. E, BA:SKS. 
''AT LEAST two different formH of sensa-
tion are generally admittf'd to have their 
orga11s in thf' skin." 
"Finally the Physiology of the sense of tern-
perature re-inforces the indisputable testimony 
of consciousness, and leads to the conclusion 
that from beginning to end, in the character 
of their stimuli, of their nervous processes, and 
of the resulting modification of feeling, they 
are distinct." 
This is the beginning and the close of Ladd's 
argument. Admitting that the sensations of 
heat, cold, pressure and pain are not the same, 
we wish to show that there is not sufficient 
cause for claiming the existance of six senses. 
The reason for the belief of some, of the du-
ality of the sense of touch, come mostly through 
experiments performed by Weber, Goldscheider 
and others. 
These experiments were as follows : 
A sharp point was moved mechanicallv over 
the surface of the skin. This was in turn 
made hot or cold, or µressed upon with enough 
force to cause a puncture. It was found that 
the skin contained four kinds of end organs, 
distinct and separate. 
The hot and cold spots, as they are called be-
cause they are small compared with pressure 
and pain surface, have each their peculiar sen-
sations. The hot ones can not feel cold under 
any temperature, nor the cold ones heat under 
any temperature. While neither of them feel 
either pain or pressure. 
Also they establish that there are two differ-
ent sensations of pressure, one a ticklish feeling 
as when a blunt-pointed object is simply touch-
ed to the skin surface, the other, wheu this is 
pressed down upon, though not enough to rup-
ture the skin. These two are, it is said, entire-
· 1y distinct sensations. 
So we have at least these five sensations in-
cluded in what has been formally called the 
sense of touch. Therefore, if the senses are 
six in number they are with as much reason 
nine. For the sensations that require different 
end organs are manifestly different senses. 
Then, to satbfy the Dualists, there are nine 
senses. 
In the sem,e, so called, of taste there are six 
Heparate feelings, sourness. sweetness, bitter-
nes etc., nor are the sensations the same over 
all p:uts of the tongue, for the back of that or-
gan can distinguish qualities that the fore part 
can not, yet the nerves of taste have but one 
name. Shall we say that of thiH sense there are 
really six seuoes, making in all fourteenr 
The ear can distinguish between 16,000 and 
20,000 sensations of sound and there are then 
many different tPrmi11al organs for the auditory 
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nerve, or each can receive all of these sounds. 
We incline to the latter belief, adding we have 
at least 16,014 sensations distinct and separate. 
The Olfactory nerve can distinguish an un-
counted number of different sensations of smell. 
Is each one of these a separate sense? 
We say if there are just and sufficient reasons 
for saying that there are six senses, so ~lso it is 
correct to say that there are 60,000, and we find 
we have as many as the fabled man of the Dog 
Star. 
It is claimed by the Dualists that the two 
kinds of motion by wllich temperature and 
pressure are made known to us are entirely dif-
ferent in their nature. One by the theory of 
physics being molecular, the other the motion 
of the body itself. But they are both motions 
and motions of particles, and manifestly carry 
but one general :sensation. 
The degrees of sensations vary as might be 
expected, but there is also difference between 
the taste of a lump of sugar and a persimmon. 
There is not, in the present light that knowl-
edge gives us, sufficient cause for claiming the 
exh,tcnce of six senses, and it is our duty to 
teach and think of only five till further truth 
is made known to us. 
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IDITORI.,RL. 
THE One Hundredth Anniversary of the in-
augural of Washington was celebrated at 
the College Tuesday morning in a very appro-
priate manner. 
The chapel services began at 9 o'clock and 
consisted of scripture reading and singing, and 
the introduction, by our President, of Judge 
Nourse of Des Moines who delivered the fol-
lowing address : 
THE CENTENNIAL ADDRESS 
DELIVERED BY HON. C. C. NOURSE OF DES MOINES, BEFORE 
THE STUDENTS OF THE IOWA AGRICULTURAL 
COLLEGE. AT AMES, APRIL 30. 1889, 
J,adies and Gentlemen:-It has now been 
nearly thirteen years since the American people 
celebrated the centennial of their independence. 
Today we commemorate the centennial of a no 
less important event in our history. To be free 
from the oppressions and tyranny of herdeitary 
monarchy was a consummation most devoutly 
to be thaukful for. 'l'o voluntarily place upon 
au emancipated nation the wholesome restraints 
of constitutional government, to bring order 
out of the chaos of successful revolution, to 
preserve our liberties by the establishment of 
our Union and our nationality, was a work of 
no less magnitude and importance. All honor 
to the heroism that defeated tyranny and made 
a people free, and all honor today to the wisdom 
that preserved to us" the children's children,'' 
the priceless treain!l'e so dearly won. All hail 
today to that mighty, silent, omnipotent spirit 
of constitutional liberty clothed upon and made 
manifest in the forms of our national constitu-
tion ; today we bow with grateful heartR at thy 
consecrated shrine ! 
Not only was the inauguration by our fatherR 
of such a government the great event iu the 
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history of America, but it was no less the great 
event in the history of the world. 
Next to the law that was delivered at Mount 
Siani stands today with its amendments " The 
Constitution of the United States," and next to 
the love that was manifested 01: Cal vary for the 
redemption of man stands the justice, security 
and humanity found in the brief, sententious 
and comprehensive guarantees of that wonder-
ful charter of human rights. 
'l'be wise ones of the Old World, without faith 
in the Intelligence or virtue of the people, have 
throught the century wagged their heads and 
called our government an experiment. An<i. so 
it has been. So was Calvary an experiment-~ 
divine experiment, devised by devine wisdom 
and love, and as we thank our Father today for 
the wisdom and mercy that devised that experi-
ment for our redemption, so also do we honor 
the human wisdom, courage and faith that gave 
to us this successfui experiment of self govern-
ment; self imposed, self administered and self 
preserved. 
The time between the close of the war for our 
independence and the date of the formation and 
ratification of the national constitution was the 
most critical period of our history, fraught with 
the greatest of political peril. 
The Confederation to which had been in trust-
ed the perservation of our national life \\ as 
wholly inadequate to that end. It could not en-
force the collection of a single dollar of revenne 
for its own support. Its laws were mere recom-
mendations, without courts, marshals or writs 
to ::mforce obedience to its mandates. It dealt 
with thirteen petty sovereignties, any one of 
which might with- impunity bid defiance to its 
power. 
The revolution had absolved the people of the 
colonies from their allegiance to the British 
crown, and left each petty state in full posses-
sion of all the elements of sovereignty. The 
people of these colonies were of different 
natioualties, with different conflicting local in-
terests, each jealous of the prosperity of the 
others. To surrender to a central power juris-
diction over their harbors and navigable waters; 
to concede to such a power the right to regulate' 
their commerce with each other and with for-
eign nations, and to impose duties, collect rev-
enues and exact direct taxes from their citizens; 
to cede their put•lic lands; to recognize within 
their boundaries another government absolute 
and si..preme over their most important inter-
eKts, was to ask and expect of, them what then 
seemed extraordinary concessions for the com-
mon good. 
The convention that met in Independence 
Hall in the city of Philadelphia on the 14th of 
May, 1789,was composed of the'most remarkable 
men of the age. Their patriotism had been 
tried in the fires of the Revolutions. Their 
patience and fortitude had been schooled by 
seven years of suffering and peril, and yet after 
weeks of patient labor and effort their differ-
ences appeared almm,t irreconcilable, and no 
satisfactory solution of their difficulties seemed 
possible. All admitted that the confederacy 
was a failure, and a national government for 
the common security and common defense ap-
peared to be a necessity. But it was for their 
independence from a foreign jurisdietion that 
they had fought, and now to create a central 
power, that might prove to them as dangerous 
as that from which they had just secured their 
emancipation, seemed a possible mistake. Lib-
erty was dear to these men, but Liberty 
and nationality was not to them what it has 
since proved to be to us -''one and inseperable." 
It is not to be wondered at that the Constitu-
tion, as it finally came from the hands of that 
convention, contained very serivus defects, but it 
must ever remain a source of wonder, as well 
as of gratitude, that their work was so well and 
nobly done. 
'l'he national government is one of delegated 
powers, possessing no powers except those which 
either by the express terms of the Constitution 
are delegated to it, or which can be reasonably 
implied from the duties imposed upon it. The 
subject matter of its jurisdiction or the objects 
of its control are such only as are expressly de-
fined by the letter of the instrument. Within 
its sphere it is supreme, exercising its powers 
and functions without limitation or restraint, 
except only as limited by its own bill of rights 
for the security of the persons and property of 
its citizens. The State governments, on the 
contrary, have retained and possess all inherent 
powers not prohibited to them by the national 
constitution or by their own bill of rights. With 
the objects and purposes of th'3 national govern-
ment, and within the sphere of, its duties, the 
State governments have no jurisdiction. 
'rhe student of constitutional law and of the 
constitutional relations of our State and Na-
tional governments cannot fail to be impressed 
with the important and delfoate task of our 
fathers in ordaining and defining these jurisdic-
tions. That these governments, each sovereign 
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within their sphere and over the subjects com-
mitted to their care, could 90-exist for a century, 
in almost perfect harmony and without neces-
sary conflict, has been the marvel and wonder 
of mankind. 
One of the most vital questions discussed and 
decided by the convention that formed ou1 na-
tional constitution was as to whether or not 
they should organize a -;elf-existing government 
or only a confederation of States. It was ob-
jected that as that convention consisted of dele-
gates chosen by and representing these inde-
pendent States they had no power to inaugurate 
a government that should in any degree impair 
the sovereignty of the States they represented. 
To this it was replied that the constitution, 
when formed, should be submitted to conven-
tions as the people elected within the several 
States, who should, for the people, adopt or 
reject_their work; that the Constitution when 
formed would only be in the nature of a proposi-
tion, to be thus submitted to the people for their 
rejection or ratification; and that thus ratified by 
tlle people, the original source of all political 
power, its authority and sovereignty could never 
rightfully be called in question. This 
battle for nationality was nobly fought 
and won by the great minds of the day, 
the men who believed in a uational 
government, possessing all the attributes of su-
premacy and sovereignty. The very first sen-
tence, the grand preamble of the Constitution, 
gave to it life, power, vitality, supremacy and 
perpetuity. At the creation of man, it is re-
corded thcit God breathed into him the breath of 
life, and man became a living soul. ·what the 
breath of Deity was to man, the preamble was 
to the Constitution. From its very brow flashed 
the light of life and immortality in these glow-
ing words: "We, the people of the United 
States, in order to form a more perfect union, 
establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity, 
provide for the common defense, promote the 
general welfare, and secure the blessings of 
liberty to ourselves end our posterity, do ordain 
this Constitution for the United States of 
America." 
After organizing and. distributing the func-
tions of government, and constituting tl1e legis-
lative, judicial and executive departments and 
defining the powers of each, the Constitution 
lays the weight of its authority upon the hither-
to sovereign States, declaring what they may 
not do; and then to m,,ke the text so clear Urnt 
a wayfaring man, though a fool, miglit not err 
therein, it provides that, "This Constitution and 
the laws of the United States which shall be 
made in pursuance thereof, and all treaties 
made, or which shall be made under the author-
ity of the United States, shall be the supreme 
law of the land." 
The monstrous doctrine of secession, or the 
right of a state to withdraw from the Union and 
absolve its citizens from their allegiance to the 
government of the United States, finds no war-
rant in any of the provisions of the constitution. 
Those who attempted secession did not mistake 
the text, but perverted it for their own selfish 
ends. Let us congratulate ourselves to-
day that there can be no mistake in the future 
upon this important question. If the meaning 
of the text could ever have been misapprehend-
ed, the time for making such mistakes has for-
ever passed. The interpretation thereof has 
now been written in blood, and no man hence-
forth shall have any pretext for his treason. 
I will not today cite the extt1nuating circum-
stances that induced the dreadful mistake of 
the great men of the revolution (that of tolerat-
illg and protecting the existence of human slav-
ery) in the organization of the natioual gove.rn-
ment. In securing to themselves and their pos-
terity the blessings of civil liberty, they forgot 
the great truth that "God is no respecter of 
persons." Thirteen years before tl1ey had de-
clared that all men were created equal, and 
were endowed by their Creator with the un-
alienable rights of life, liberty and the pursuit 
of happiness. Upon this diviue charter they 
based their claims to liberty and independence, 
and they appealed to the considerate judgmeut 
of mankind and pledged . their lives, their for-
tunes and their sacred honor to maintain .the 
same. How they could so soou forget to re11der 
unto others what tliey claimed for themselves 
must ever remain a most disparaging evidence 
of their huma11 frnility and want of foresig!Jt. 
Could they have looked forward through the 
century and have seen the dire conflict of tlie 
civil war tllat was to resul~ from their incon-
sistency and want of tidelity to priuciple, how 
gladly they would have avoided the mistake. 
The great men among them . did believe that 
the guarantees they provided for human slavery .. 
would only be temporary, and that the germ of 
human freedom fol.\:nd in national and local con-
stitutions would work a gradual extinctiou of 
the peculiar institution. 
Alas, they did not realize how sin, whether it 
be moral or political, briugs with it uej:eSH)rily 
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its demoralization. It is true in the political, 
well as in the moral world, that 
Vice is a monster of such frightful mein 
That to be hated needs but be seen; 
Ilut seen too oft, familiar with its face, 
We first endure, then pity, then embrace. 
It was my privilege, in 1854, to hear the elo-
quent Wendell Philips deliver a short address 
at Iowa City. At that day the name '·abolition-
ist" was a term of reproach in the estimation 
even in a large majority of the Northern people. 
Mr. Philips said he had been accused of being 
in favor of a ctisruption of the Union. He said 
that it was charged that the doctrines that he 
advocated must necessarily result in a dissolu-
tion of the Union. He said that be had never 
advocated such a dissolution. but he had insist-
ed, and always would insist, on the abolition of 
human slavery. He said that he was not care-
ful to answer tbo~e who charged that the aboli-
tion of Hlavery must result in the destruction of 
the Union, though he did not believe such 
would be the necessary result. He illustrated 
his position in this way : He said if you plant-
ed an acorn in a box of earth the acorn would 
grow. It might be that the box would prove 
too small and that it would not expand with the 
growth of the acorn. If he was asked whetlwr 
or not he was in favor of the box bursting, he 
would only answer that he was m favor of the 
acorn growing. So he said, the germ of human 
liberty had been planted in our national Consti-
tution. It might be that the box in which it 
was planted could not stand the growth and de-
velopmenl of the germ. IIe was not so much 
concerned about the box, but he said he was in 
favor of the growth and development of the 
germ. 
Thank God today that, though watered by 
the tears of the Nation, the germ has grown and 
developed in all its symmetry, beauty and per-
fection; and that today it is the great wide-
Rpreading tree of our political life, whose "leaves 
are for the healing of the N tttions;" and the 
box in which the germ was planted, though it 
had to be mended and cemented with the blood 
of a Nation, is still safe, and after a hundrt"d 
years it is stronger and better than when it 
came from the hands of its makers. 
,we no longer, on the day of our National in-
dependence, go np to onr temples like the Phar-
iRee,.of old, to thank God that we are not as 
other men, or as this poor African; but recog-
nizing the precept that whatRoever we would 
that men should do unto us, we mnst alRo do 
unto them, we can go down justified in the sight 
of Him who is the same yesterday, to-day and 
foreyer, and "Who hath made of one blood all 
the nations of the earth." 
A centu,ry 1s a short epoch in the history of 
the ~vorld, and yet what a change, what a 
growth and development. 
These thirteen feeble colonies, scattered 
along the Atlantic coast- sparse of population, 
impoverished by war, launching the Ship of 
State in an untried sea- what a contrast with 
the present : A natiou of sixty millions, com-
prising thirty-eight States, reaching from ocean 
to ocean, and from the lakes to the Gulf, bound 
together by steel bands and electric wires, with 
inexbaustable resources of material wealth, with 
churches, schools, colleges and endowments-
behold, what hath God wrought for us ! 
Not only has this growth and development 
Leen greater and more rapid than any in the 
history of the Nations, but the means by which 
it has been accomplished is in pleasing contrast 
with the conquests and propaganda of other 
Na lions and other centuries. It bas not been 
by tire aud sword and devas~ation and treachery, 
subduing and conquering others. Neither bas 
our National Government, by oppression, driven 
its people into the wilderness and then followed 
them with its exactions. The government has 
existed for the people, and not the people for 
the government. We have added state after 
state, 11ot by force or fraud or conquest, but by 
natural growth and development that has found 
its highest expression and manifestation in the 
formation of new empires. 'l'hese states are 
the legitimate children of the great Republic-
loved and tutured at the National hearthstone 
-born free by the will and desire of the parent 
government and baptised at the fount of liberty 
as a voluntary consecration, and at the age of 
majority freely endowed of the wealth and mu-
niticlmce of the Nation-such, we are of one 
faith and one baptism, with the same hopes and 
aspirations, with the same past and the same 
future, now and always, American citizens! 
My native country, thee, 
Land of the noble froo, 
Thy name I love; 
I love thy rocks flnd rills. 
'l'by woods and templed hills, 
My heart with rapture thrills, 
Like that above. 
This day and hour mark especially the event 
of the administration of the oath of office to the 
- first President of the Cnited States, and we can 
not properly celebrate the day without doing 
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honor to that grandest man of the centuries, 
GEORGE w ASHINGTON ! I have no sympathy 
with the flippancy or cheap wit that has become 
all too common in referring to Washington, and 
that is ,veil calculated to impair the reverence 
in which his name should be held. America has 
no morn precious inheritance than the memory 
of Washington. Whether measured by the in-
herent greatness and nobility of his nature or by 
the achievements of his life, he outmeasures all 
other men. It can be said of him, as it can 
scarcely be said of any other man in history, 
that both in his military and civil career he 
made no mistakes; both in his public and private 
iife there is nothing to apologize for, and noth-
ing to regret. Such was the full measure 
of his greatness that it was not necessary in his 
casr, to wait for posterity to do him honor or 
recognize his worth. Loved and honored most. 
by those who knew him best, time bas not dim-
mfld the lustre of his achievements or cast a 
shadow upon the perfection of bis character. 
His memory is at once a biassing and a benedic-
tion. Do we want proof that a statesman may 
be true; that integrity is not a hindrance to suc-
cess in political life; that sincerity is consistent 
with true statesmanship; that true dignity and 
true manhood will ever be appreciated by the 
people under a popular form of government, we 
have all this in the success of our first Presi-
dent. 
Every era in the history of a people brings its 
own peculiar trials, responsibilities and tri-
umphs. The work of human progress is never 
completed. The time never comes when the 
good is not endangered, or when the evil is not 
at work. As soon as one danger is passed, an-
other is threatened; as soon as one evil is crush-
ed another arises. 
I speak today in the presence of young men 
whose opportunities for education and prepara-
tion for the duties of American citizenship give 
assurance that they will become important act-
ors in the future of the republic. However 
complete the framework of our government, it 
is nothing if public virtue and intelligence are 
wanting to secure its proper administration and 
its perpetuation. The very freedom of the peo-
ple itself gives idemnity to political licentious-
ness. 
We have large aggregations of peoples now 
infesting the great centers of population iu this 
country, who are not Americans either in sym-
pathy or purpose. They are teaching their chil-
dren that anarchy is a blessiug; that law and 
government are a curse; that assassination is a 
virtue, and that to be hung for murder is to suf-
fer meritorious martyrdom. We have all man-
ner of combinatione of men seeking to circum-
vent the law and defeat the right. 
Industry, frugality and that self-denial that 
brings prosperity and happiness, are despised, 
and the man who has accumulated a competence 
for himself and family by honest toil is asked 
to divide with the idle and profligate. There is 
every phase of political and moral depravity 
coming to the surface, massing its influence and 
wielding the power of the ballot. Under such 
a state of affairs the most dangerous to liberty 
are the public men who seek temporary success 
without regard to the right; the men who 
know nothing of the restraints of conscience or 
duty. There never was a time in the history of 
the Republic when honest, sincere, conscien-
tious, courageous men were more needed than 
now. There never was a time in the history of 
the Republic when the subjects of legislation 
involved such large pecuniary interests, and 
when the influence of money was more potent 
and dangerous. 
To you, young gentlemen, and to men of your 
opportunities, the future destiny of tne Republic 
must be committed, and to sucll we must look 
for its safety and perpetuity. What we ask and 
expect of you is a fervent patriotism that places 
the public welfare above every consideration of 
personal success, and an honesty and integrity 
of purpose that knows no criterion of action but 
that of duty. and a moral courage and faith 
that is alike deaf to popular censure or praise. 
Above all, lot me ask you to deal honestly with 
the people. Do not falter, do not seek to influ-
ence them through their passions or prejudices, 
do not appeal to their selfishness, but with all 
sincerity and good conscience, deal fairly and 
honestly with them, for upon their right judg-
ment and right action our safety depends. 
Fear not the result. You may at times be 
misunderstood; you may at times be unjustly 
censured by those whose highest interest you 
have honestly endeavored to promote ; be pa-
tient under such trials of your faith and integ-
rity. These lI!l'ht afflictions will work for you a 
far more exceeding weight of glory and reward. 
Maintain your manhood and your self respect, 
and a good conscience toward God and your 
fellow men, and you may be assured of a success 
t.:ompared to which the temporary triumph of 
the demagogue or the self-seeking will be as 
dross to the goltl tried in the fire. 
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Study well the constitution and framework 
of your government; study well our Nation's 
history and understand the sources both of our 
strength and weakness. Do not shrink from 
your duties and responsibilities as citizens be-
cause their performance may involve you in a 
conflict with bad men or corrupt politicians. 
Wherever there is a battle between nght and 
wrong, between truth and error, remember there 
yon are needed, and there is your place. Do 
not shrink from duty because you may be 
wounded in the conflict. Do not mistake cow-
ardice for modesty. 
If a Washington, at the head of the Continent-
al armies, successfnl against the most fearful 
odds of numbers and discipline, serving his 
country without the expectation of pecuniary 
reward, his great heart bleeding at the suffer-
ings and trials of his comrades, had also to bear 
the calumny of envy, and the treachery of dis-
appointed ambition, with what grace can you 
expect to be exempted from the petty trials and 
disappointments that you may be called upon 
to endure. Let the inspiration of your lives be 
drawn from the noble examples of the past he-
roic century. .No century of the world's history 
has furnished better. 
Never in the history of the world had men 
more to love, more to reverence, more to cherish, 
more for which to be grateful, than have the 
young men of America. With what intense 
love, with what enthusiastic joy, with what 
holy reverence, we ought to repeat the words of 
our .National Anthem: 
Our fathers' God, to Thcfl, 
Author of Liberty, 
To Thee we sing. 
Long may our land lie bright 
With Freedcm's holy light, 
Protect us by Thy might, 
Great God, our King! 
The morning services closed by a military re-
view of the companies, which certainly did 
much credit to Capt. Lincoln. 
The exercises were concluded in the evening 
by a joint session of the literary societies. The 
exercises consisted of essays, declamatiolls and 
five minute speeches. Also a "'Pome" by E. T. 
Gilbert, and voluntary by Alice Maunn on the 
,vashingtonian Costume: The programme 
closed by all oration on" Union" by ,v. B. Bud-
row. Music was furnished by the drum corps. 
·we can surely say that the One Hundredth 
Anniversary of Wa3hington's Inaugural was 
celebrated in a spirit that waR Loth true all(] 
p:ltri,,t ic. 
THE INTER-STATE CONTE8T. 
THE contest of the Inter-State Oratorical 
Associatior!, which the various colleges of 
the nine states belonging to the association, and 
especially the orators who represented those 
states, have been anxiously awaiting for several 
mont1ls, has come and gone. 
It was a remarkable contest from several 
standpoints : Of the characteristics we may 
mention the exceeding excellence of the orations, 
the unparalelled and desperate scheming of the 
delegates, and the commendable self-control 
which restrained all "college yells." 
The contest occurred on the evening of May 2, 
in the large stone church of Grinnell, and all 
the audience-room was packed to its utmost. 
Shortly after eight o'clock the eight orators, 
with President Borders, marched upon the stage 
and looked out over the sea of faces, numbering 
about one thousand, who awaited the perform-
ances of the evening with something like their 
own suspense. Following is the 
PROGRAM: 
Concert Polonaise, Beissi//, 
IOWA CONSEHVATORY OHCHESTltA. 
Invocation. 
"'l'hc Philosophy of Ineqnality," ED. H. Humrns, 
,VERLEY.AN U~IYEHSlTY, DELA\V.AHE, 0. 
"Bismarck and German Unity," H .DANFORTH DICKINSON 
UNlVEl-tSITY OF MINNESOTA, :\IJNNEA.POL[S. 
"Luther Before the Diet of Worms," - 0. R. PATRICK, 
PAHSONS COLLEGE, FAIRFIELD, IOWA. 
"'Chanson du Torreador-"'Carmen," Bizet, 
PROF. H. H. JOY, IOWA COLLEGE. 
"Home Rule for Ireland," A. V. HOUSE, 
DOANE COLLEGE, CRETE, NEBRASKA. 
•• Hiot and Revolution," JAMES A. BLAISDELL, 
llELOI1' COLLEGE, BELOIT, WISCONSIN. 
"Progress and Its Agencies," - ARTHUR w. BREWSTER, 
WASHBURN COLLEGE TOPEKA, KANSAS. 
Invitation to the Dance, Oesten, 
IOWA COLLEGE LADIES' QUARTE'r. 
"' The Perpetual in America," F. \V. WHEELER, 
,VESLEY.AN UNIVEHSITY, BLOOMING'.rON, ILL. 
H National Unity/' J.A.l\IES W. WILKERSON, 
DEPAUW UNlVE!tSI'rY. GREE~CASTf_.E, INDIANA. 
Music from the •· .Rose Maiden," Cowan, 
IOWA COLLEGE ,\[USICAL UNION. 
Report of Judges. 
The judges were: Thought and Composition-
Gov. J.B. Foraker, Ohio; Pres. T. C. Chamber-
lain, University of Wisconsin; Prof. S. G. 
Barnes, Iowa College. Delivery-Judge John 
T. Phillips, Missouri; Gen. J. C. Cowin, Neb-
raska; Hon. W. N. Horner, Illinois. 
They saw fit to award the prizes as follows: 
The first prize of $75, to Mr. Ed. H. Hughes of 
Ohio; the secoud prize of $,50, to Mr . .James A. 
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Blaisdell of Wisconsin, and the third prize to 
Mr. James A. Wilkerson of Indiana. 
Mr. Hughes !!:ave his oration, which is found 
elsewhere in this is~ue, with almost perfect de-
livery, and if ~1r. Patrick could not win the 
prize it is certamly gratifyi11g to have it fall 
upon one whom we believe so worthy. Iowa 
College claims a share in the honor, as he was a 
former student of that college, and the State 
takes a pride in him, as he is an Iowa boy. 
While the judges ranked Iowa's orator 
seventh, he perhaps made a better effect upon 
the audience than any other man of the evening. 
His voice was not loud, but could be heard in 
the remotest corner of the room. 
The banquet which immediately followed the 
contest, was held in the large iecture room of 
the church. After three hours of oratory, the 
elegant bill of fare was well appreciated and the 
eourses were mcely served by colored waiters 
from Des Moine,. When the guests had suf-
ficiently recovered, the oratory was again re-
newed and the toabters made things merry until 
a late hour. 
Iowa College is to be commended for 
the hospitable manner in which she enter-
tained her gnests. Sim has used the occasion as 
the means of making a vast number of friends. 
'l'he Pulse, of Iowa College, with more than 
usual enterprise for college papers, came out at 
4:30 a. m. with the orations in full, and a full 
account of the banquet, which had closed only 
two and a half hours before. 
Mr. Stookey, of our college, represented the 
State with credit i11 the business of the associa-
tion. 
The business meetings throughout were warm, 
and filibustering was engaged in to a disgrace-
ful extent. A warm "frat" discusRion arose 
at one of the recesses. 
The next contest will occur on the first Thurs-
day h1 May, 1890, at Lincoln, Neb. 'l'he officers 
are G. M. Cnlver. Rtate University, Lawrence, 
Kansas, president; D.R. Kinder, University of 
Illinois, vice president; and G. W. Allen, of the 
Ohio Wesleyan University, secretery and treas-
urer. 
EXCHANGE A:ND COLLEGE NOTES. 
THE AURORA enters the field of exchanges 
with fear and trembling, for we are con-
scious of beiug a tit subject for the critical "ex-
change man." Criticisms, if "gen nine," how-
ever, will be thankfully received, anrl returned 
with the samP good will. 
It will also be the aim of the t>xchange de-
partment to give some information ot other col-
leges and college papers, for we think such 
knowledge should be attended by increased in-
terest on the part of our students, in the stand-
ing of our paper. 
Quite a creditable college paper comes to us 
from a colored college at Atlanta, Ga. 
At the University of the Pacific, College Park, 
Cal., no student can matriculate who uses to-
bacco in any form. 
Johns Hopkins, Princeton, and Wesleyan, 
have each a House of Commons. Cornell has a 
House of Representatives. De Pauw has a 
Senate.-[Ex. 
We consider the literary editor of the Fayette 
Collegian a person of excellent lite.rnry taste. 
The April number of that paper contains Mr. 
Stookey':-; oration. 
The Cornellian thinks abstract subjects are 
not appropriate for college orations. We would 
invite attention to the first-prize oration of the 
inter-state contest. 
The Delphic makes rather more comment on 
its exchanges than any other paper on our table. 
It seems to pass judgment as to the excellence 
of each individnal number. 
President Willits of Michigan Agricultural 
College has been appointed First Assistant Sec-
retary of Agriculture. Several candidates are 
being considered for his late position.-[Ex. 
Dr. Ewing has resigned the presidency of 
Parsons College. Prof. Wilson, of the chair of 
Greek Language and Literature, and the Modern 
Language professor, Prof. Johnston, have also 
resigned. 
Mr. Patrick of the Portfolio, Parsons College, 
makes their exchange department as good as 
that of any paper we receive. And, l)y the way, 
the other departments of that paper are not 
lacking in merit. 
Statistics show that it costs from $400 to 
$1,500 to put a boy through college. R(;ltUrnH 
show that the money invested in the four hun-
dred dollar boy pays the best interest on the in 
vestment.-[N. Y. Mail and Express. 
Ladies, skip this paragraph. It got into my 
letters by mistake, and I asked the printer to 
destroy it or to set it wrong side up. 
·p1mq .rnq no puu1s oi 
pi111 011s n 'Moqamos H 1u wii J\9qs A\911,C 9A\ 
~[Ex. 
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The Pulse follows the plan of omitting 
"heavy" articles, essays and prize orations 
from its pages. 1Ve fail to see, if an oration 
possesses merit, why it is not worthy of space 
in the college newspaper. A good production 
will bear reading, although you may have heard 
it delivered. 
W'. I. Becker of the class of '89, Wittenberg 
College, Ohio, has 1,een expelled for plagiarism. 
His oration on ''_Moral Government," delivered 
at Akron, February 21, at the State Oratorical 
Contest, was found to have been taken almost 
verbatim from an article in the Princeton Re-
view for January, 1879, by Prof. Cocker of Ann 
Arbor.--[De Pauw Adz. 
The discu,sion in the various college papers 
of the weHt concerning the movement put on 
foot by Mr. Blood of the Portfolio, to establish 
au inter-collegiate association of college papers, 
re,ulted in the organization of the 'Western Col-
lege Press Association, at the inter-state contest 
at Grinnell. The constitution adopted provides 
for an annual meeting at the same place as that 
of the Inter-State Oratorical Association, and 
on the Friday following the contest. Any paper 
published by the under-graduates of any college 
or academy in the west, may become a member. 
Au annual fee of one dollar is required of each 
paper holding membership in the association. 
Tm<; Au1w1u considers the union likely to 
raise the standard of college journalism, and 







''By whose authority is that':'" 
The pianos have all been tuned. 
The Juniors have invested in pings. 
A crauk is an individual who doesn't believe 
as yon do. 
J. II. Platt has been visiting at home for the 
past week. 
M. W. Thornbmg Sundayed at home the first 
of last month. 
Co. G. has been organized this year with 
thirty-two members. 
The College catalogue for 1880 will be issned 
the first of next month. 
The Misses Cottrell enjoyed a visit from their 
mother a few weeks ago. 
C. A. Walton was made happy by a short vis-
it from his father recently. 
Col. Raymond, of Hampton, Iowa, was a re-
cent visitor at the College. 
Miss Josie Bower, a former I. A. C. student, 
is now a resident of Dakota. 
A dude is an individual without sense, rigged 
up regardless of expense. 
Capt. Lincoln succeeded in getting a number 
of new rifles for the Battalion. 
Miss Richman was called home last week by 
the seriou'l illness of her father. 
Mr. Dean, of the Sophomore class, enjoyed a 
visit from his brother the first of the week. 
President Chamberlain delivered a lecture at 
Ogden, on the 12th of last month. 
J. 0. Simcoke laid down the cares of College 
work and took a week's yacation last month. 
J. E. Banks made a short visit home last Sun-
day, stopping at Drake University on his return. 
Pres. and Mrs. Chamberlain entertained the 
Freshman class at their home a short time ago. 
A match game of ball between the Juniors 
and Freshman resulted in a victory for the 
Juniors. 
E. M. Vail and W. Trotter of the Freshman 
class Sundayed at their homes in Marshalltown 
recently. 
Miss Emma Porter was at the College recent-
ly, visiting with her sisters and reviving old 
memories. 
D. C. Shaffer, a former I. A. C. student, is 
baggage master at the Rock Island depot in 
Des Moines. 
Miss Van Velsor enjoyed a visit from her 
father recently, as did also Miss Nichols and 
Miss Blaine. 
Jake Hasbrouck, at one time an I. A. C. stu-
dent, is following a plow on his father's farm in 
Wayne county. 
Miss Crawford was unexpectedly called to 
Denver by the sickness of her sister but has re-
sumed her work. 
Mr. Hornstien, of the publishing firm of 
Hornstein Bros., Chicago, made us a short visit 
at the College last week. 
lVIr. Elwood, once a member of class '91, was 
at the College for a few days last month, shak-
ing hands with his many friends. 
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Miss Beth Campbell, at one time a member 
of class '87, was married at Glidden, Iowa, re-
cently, to a Mr. Kyle of the same place. 
Mr. Godfrey, an old I. A. C. student, was vis-
iting at the College last week. He was accom-
panied by Mr. Baker of last year's class. 
Messrs. Boardman, Secor, Garner, Dunbar 
and Dysart, of the Board of Trustees, were at 
the College last month on committee w01k. 
We are not to be held responsible for any 
poetry that may appear in the local columns. 
The local editor has no poetical aspirations. 
D. C. Barnes, at one time a member of class 
'89, is opening up a new farm in 'l'exas. He 
reports a fine country and sends his regards to 
all I. A. C. friends. 
The following conversation was recently over-
heard: First boy-"Where are you going with 
that pipe?" Second boy-"O, just out here in 
the tiinber Trusteeing." 
J. A. Bramhall had the misfortune to sprain 
his ankle quite seriously the first of the month. 
He is at present confined to his room, but all 
hope for a speedy recovery. 
Mr. Milburn of the Freshman class has been 
off duty for the past week on account of rheu-
matism. Mr. McPherson has also been su:ffer--
ing from the same trouble. 
No one having r.ts yet been elected to fill Dr. 
Welch's position, Pres. Chamberlain has taken 
charge of the psychology class and Mr. Kirk-
patrick the rhetoric classes. 
Messrs. Shelton, Lamborn, Chamberlain, 
Moss, Thornburg, Zmunt and Professor Kirk-
patrick constituted the I. A. C. delegatior, at 
the Interstate Oratorical Contest at Grinnell. 
.. Company G. was asked down town 
To give a banquet tune, 
Bnt Cap ran up a clear day flag, 
And it rained that afternoon." 
On account of failing health Mr. McPherson 
of the Senior class found it necessary to leave 
school. His classmates and many friends wish 
him a speedy recovery, and hope to see him 
back again next year. 
Mr. A .. J. Smith has been forced to leave 
school on account of sickness and will not re-
turn this spring. llfr. Bowman, a member of 
the Freshman class, also found it necessary to 
!Pave on account of his health. 
The College Base Ball Association ha!l been 
reorganized this spring. Mr. Stearns is man-
ager and a schedule of games for the term has 
been arranged. So far the Seniors have won 
one game and the Sophomores one. 
Lawn tennis and croquet seem to be the favo-
ite amusements this year. A Lawn Tennis As-
sociation has been formed and several of the 
boys haye secured tennis sets of their own, in 
addition to those furnished by tile college. 
Mr. Nelson, at the Sanitary building, has had 
his hands full for the past month, there being 
four or five eases of mumps most of the time. 
The Sanitary building has almost become a 
necessity and it would be hard to get along 
without it. 
"Oh, the age of brass has come again, 
What more can happen uow ? 
When the Junior wears a black silk plug 
To grace his massive brow." 
Easter Sunday was very appropriately observ-
ed at the College. The chapel services were 
conducted by Professor Barrows and conHisted 
of readings from the Testament, explanatory of 
Christ's actions following his resmrection. The 
services were interspersed with vocal and in-
strumental music. 
G. S. Govier, C. M. Canady and L. V. Harpel 
of class '87, W. L. Thompson and C. A. Fi1111e-
gan of class '88 and D. C. Shaffer, once of class 
'89, have rooms at 505, 7th St., Des Moiurs, 
where they wonld be pleased to have any I. A. 
C. people visitmg in Des Moines to make their 
headquarters. 
We would like to call the attention of the stu-
dents to the advertisements in THE AURORA. 
The advertisements are paid for by the different 
merchants with the expectation of securing the 
patronage of the students, and it seems no more 
than fair the students should patronize them in 
preference to others. Considerable difficulty 
was experienced this year in getting advertiHe-
ments, the merchants claimiug that the student!-' 
patronized the non-advertisers as much as 
those who advertised. 
The first lecture of the season, under the au-
spices of the College Lecture Association, was 
delivered in the chapel on the 27th of last 
month by Samuel Phelps Leland. His subject, 
"The F11--itories of Life," was handled in a very 
pleasant and entertaining way, aud in a manuer 
which impressed the audience with the import-
ance of what he Raid. The only fault to be 
found was in the size of audience, the As:,iocia-
tion not making enongl1 to pay !'xpeuses. 
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'l'ORTA.GUS vs. GYRINI.-ln response to an in-
vitation from the Sophomore class the Fresh-
man and Sophomore classes held a joint literary 
session and social in the chapel on the evening 
of April 12th. The programme was opened by 
Mr. Thornburg with an address of welcome, 
which was responded to by Messrs. Day and 
Boyer of the Freshman class. Mr. Lovejoy 
then gave an interesting history of class pictures 
in the I. A. C., after which the quartette sang a 
song prepared especially for the occasion. Miss 
Nichols next made a presentation speech, after 
which Mr. Moss presented the class picture to 
the Freshmen. A response was then m11.de by 
Miss Morris and Mr. Zmunt on the part of the 
Freshman class. The programme was closed 
by a speech from Mr. Oggel, in which he very 
graphically explained the rules of the evening, 
among other things "Presbyterian dancP.s were 
strictly forbidden." This closed the literary 
session and was followed by a social in which 
all joined, both the Crescent room and Chapel 
being used. 
SOCIETY CHAT. 
The I. A. C. supports five literary societies 
and they are all in a prosperous condition. 
Thinking that a few remarks about their work 
might be of interest, we have gleaned the follow-
ing: 
The Eclectics recently held a mock trial in 
which Messrs. Morris, Shelton and Gilbert were 
prosecuted for engaging in a conspiracy to de-
stroy public property. Mr. Stearns acted as 
prosecuting attorney, while Mr. Kimi.mil appear-
ed for the defense and Mr. Wade acted as judge 
and decided all legal questions. The verdict of 
the jury was in favor of acquittal. 
The Crescents have been entertaining their 
visitors with good pnigrammes and various or-
iginal poems. Mr. Collins having one that was 
especially worthy of mention. 
The Bachelors mried their usual programme 
exercises a short time ago, by introducing a 
number of two minute speeches in foreign 
languages. Mr. Brandvig represented the Nor-
wegian, Mr. Kreger the German, Mr. Oggel the 
Greek, Mr. Quivey the Latin and Mr. Swift the 
French. 
The Clios have had several special sessions. 
One of them was a "burleRqne session "and an-
other an" Alice Cary session." At their bur-
lesque session the relative merits of the differ-
ent kinds of chewing gum were quite ably dis-
cussed. They have lately invested in new 
badges. 
The Philos have had an unusual number of 
good debates this term, these together with the 
volunteer work have made their session very 
interesting. The society expects to paper and 
recarpet its hall this term and a new bulletin 
board bas also been ordered. 
We are under obligations to the treasurers of 
the different societies for the following facts 
concerning their membership : 
Bach. Clio. Cres. Philo. Welch. 
Seniors .... 7 1 9 11 9 
Juniors ..... ::: 13 6 11 7 4 
Sophomeres .. 11 7 8 12 12 
Freshmen ....• 10 12 16 5 21 
Total .... .... 40 26 44 35 46 
ALUMNI. 
'87. Miss Emma Casey is teaching at Wash-
ta, Iowa. 
'87. Miss Norma Hainer is teaching in 
Larned, Kansas. 
'77. J.B. Hungerford is the new postmaster 
at Carroll, Iowa. 
'84-'85. Mr. and Mrs. Bevington were I. A. 
C. visitors last week. 
'88. Miss Florence Wetherby is principal of 
the Sigourney schools. 
'83. W. D. Wells is principal of the Grundy 
Centre schools. 
'84. Miss Fannie Wilson is taking a Normal 
conrse at Famington, Massachusetts. 
"87. G. L. Schermerhorn has charge of an 
electric light plant at Paris, Ill. 
'88. Miss Ella Henderson will spend the 
Rummer in St. Louis with her bister. 
'88. Prof. J. E. Gyde of Whittier CollegP, 
Salem, Iowa, visited at the Uollege recently. 
'78. Prof. C. F. Mount is the possessor of a 
new farm between Ames and the Uollege. 
'84. J. E. Dougherty is engaged iu layiug out 
an addition to the city of Texarkana, Texas. 
'88. Ou the 27th of March Mr. C. 1V. Hunt 
and Miss Davie were married at Dunlap, Iowa. 
'88. C. A. Finnegan made his first trip in 
the interests of the Kiug Bridge Co. to Iowa 
City the first of the month. 
'85. L. F. McCoy is engagerl in engineering 
work for the S. F. & N, R. R. at Spokane Falls. 
Washington Territory. 
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'88. R. C. Sayers is located at Fairfield, Iowa. 
Ile has a neatly furnished office and an increas-
ing veterinary practice. 
'84. E. J. Nichols is situated at Dallas, Tex-
as, and has charge of the construction of the 
West Dallas Railway. He sends his compli-
ments and a dollar to TnE AUIWRA. 
'88. Scott Bradford and Miss Hanum were 
married on the 3d of April, at Wall Lake, Iowa, 
by Prof. Barrows of the I. A. C. Scott is Prin-
cipal of the Sioux Rapids schools, at which 
place Mr. and Mrs. Bradford are now residing. 
'86-87. 0. W. Rich and S. A. Beach have 
charge of the retail department of Silas Wil-
son's nursery at Atlantic, Iowa. They report 
good success in their work. 
'87. L. V. Harpel in addition to his work as 
an amanuensis in the law office of Mitchell & 
A. B. ROGERS, 
SH<,E-MAKER., 
Rep,;iiring- Promptly Done. 
South Side, AMES. IOWA. 
P'1~R80~ & McLAIN. 
Shelf and Heavy Hardware, 
~1tuarnts' Supplies in our line a specinlty. 
Goods Drlivered Free. 
A'.11ES, IOWA. 
L, M. BOSWORTH, 
Druggist and Bookseller, 
f'ORNER DRUG STORE. 
'l'oilet Article,- and Base Ball Goods a Specialty. 
AMES. IOWA. 
HEAD(JUAH'l'EHS FOR 
Dry Goods, Clothing, furnishirgr Goods. 
Wr kn,p a complete 
line of Dry Gnoi!s, Boots nnd Shoes, 
Hats nnd Cnps., Gro('eries, Notions, Trunks, Va-
!h:.:f>R, Ladies' anrl Gents' Furnishing Goo<ls. 
(;FJo. (J. 7.'l.l.1IJl1J1V, AltneR, -'""''"· 
CIL\_RLES E. m_r~T. 
Wentist. 
'Rooms. n~sidencf', opposi1e West House, 
AMES, !OW.A 
Dudley, is pursuing a course in the Iowa Col-
lege of Law at Des Moines, Iowa. 
'85-83. A. U. Quint and Miss Jennie Colclo 
were married March 30, '89. Mr. Quint is one 
of the leading lawyers of Carroll and is rapidly 
rising in his profession. THE AURORA extends 
its compliments and wishes them success. 
'87. C. F. Curtis has been appointed by Sec-
retary Rusk state statistical agent of Iowa, 
of the U. S. Agricultural Department. 
Mr. Curtis is also Secretary of the Story Co. 
Agricultural Society. 
'84. Alfred Williams was married Oct. 2d at 
Sully, Iowa, to Miss Ada M. ,Johnson, a gradu-
uate of Penn College. Their home is at Den-
ver, Colorado, near which place Mr. Williams 
has charge of the construction of irrigating 
ditches. 
D. A. BIGELOW 4 Co., 
DEALER IN 
DRY GOODS, CLOTHING, 
Gents• f!attnishing Goods, 
AND LADIES' AND MISSES' FINE SHOES. 
Clothing a Specialty. 
Prices nlways tbe lowest, AME8, IOWA. 
G. J::). LOUD, 
Manufacturer of and 
Dealer in 
FINE ANU MEDIUM 
Fu rnitur·e ! 
PICTURE FRAMES AND WINDOW CORNICES, 
AMES, - IOWA. 
DuFr's RESTAURANT. 
Good Lmlging. Meals fnntiHhecl at all hours 
fee Cream, Fresh Oysten,, and a fine m,Hnrtment 
of Nuts and Candies . 
..A._ DUFF. 
